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ABSTRACT
Abrasive Flow Machining (AFM) is an unconventional surface finishing (SF) process which is used for internal
surface finishing, deburr holes and eliminates recast layers of parts in a broad area of applications. SF is achieved
by flowing a semisolid visco-plastic/visco
plastic/visco-elastic
elastic media through the workpiece surface. AFM process gives highhigh
quality surface finish in the inaccessible area and complex passage. The AFM process has a widespread application
in dies and moulds, medical parts, automotive and aerospace parts etc.In
In this research articles gives a brief review
on the AFM process including a broader area of research, effects of input parameters on responses describe. AFM
process developed in 1960 by Extrude Hone Corporation USA. The main drawback of this pprocess
rocess is low MRR, to
overcome this drawback, there were lots of development occurred in the AFM process for better surface texture and
its performance. These are abbreviated as MAF, MAFF, CFAAFM, DBG
DBG-AFM,
AFM, MRF, MRAFF, MFP and R-AFF.
R
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INTRODUCTION
SF cost was around 15% of the total
machining cost of any product. Surface
finishing is required for every machine
components and other parts because of
dimensional and alignment accuracy,
reducing
ng
friction
between
mating
components and quality of surface finishing.
Conventional SF processes were grinding,
lapping, honing and super-finishing.
finishing. But the
application of these conventional SF process
is used for flat, cylindrical etc. surfaces only.
So, a need was developed for SF of hard
materials components, intricate shape and
size and complex profiles with higher
efficiency andd automated operations. A
Aand

its hybrid process were used for these
applications [1].
The beauty of AFM process is to produce
prod
steady and predictable results. The SF and
edges quality can intensely enhanced
production efficiency. In AFM process a
semisolid media was forced from lower
media cylinder to upper media cylinder
through the workpiece to be finished.
The finishing of AFM depends on extrusion
pressure, number of cycles, media flow
volume and its rate fixed by machine
regarding media size and its type, passage
area and media viscosity. In starting 8-10
8
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cycles, it finished about 89% of the total
improvement in surface finish [2].
MAIN COMPONENTS OF AFM
The main key elements of AFM process are
media and machine. These are described as:
a) Media
The main constituent of media is
abrasive particles, base carrier and
hydrocarbon oil. These are mixed in a
fixed proportion based on applications.
Highly viscous media was chosen for
uniformly polishing wall of die whereas
low viscous media was chosen for
radiusing or deburring. Alumina and
silicon carbide used as an abrasive.
Media flow pattern decided by machine
constraint, workpiece and tooling
configuration.
b) Machine
AFM is available in three versions i.e.
one-way AFM, two-way AFM and
orbital AFM. A two-way AFM was
highly demanded due to the easiness of
media feeding and fixing the workpiece
inside the fixture.
MAJOR

AREAS

OF

EXPERIMENTAL

RESEARCH IN ABRASIVE FLOW FINISHING

LITERATURE REVIEW
R. E. Williams et al. proposed a method to
evaluate the number of dynamic active
grains occurred in machining and the
number of abrasive particles wear per
stroke. This was used for the replacement of
abrasive media if needed [2].
Rajendra K. Jain et al. presented a model to
predict the SR and MRR in AFM process.
They concluded from their model that piston
velocity linearly proportional to the
extrusion pressure. MRR increases with

extrusion pressure, percentage concentration
of abrasive and decreases with the mesh size
of abrasive particles and SR value reduced
by increasing piston velocity, extrusion
pressure, % concentration of abrasive for a
fixed number of cycles [5].
V.K. Jain et al. performed an experiment
and find out that MR value is higher in
softer materials and lower in harder
materials. By increasing % concentration of
abrasive particles in the media MRR value
increases while SR value decreases. They
also found that with larger mesh size, both
MRR and SR decrease [6].
V.K. Gorana et al. investigated that abrasive
concentration, piston pressure, and abrasive
particle size affect the cutting forces, active
grain density and reduction in SR was
directly proportional to the force ratio (radial
to axial forces). SEM gave that rubbing and
ploughing were the mechanisms of MR [7].
Sehijpal Singh (2008) et al. concluded that
for better machining a workpiece must have
the high percentage of work hardening and
plastic flow. MR value was greater for brass
compared to aluminum for a fixed number
of cycles [8].
R.S. Walia et al. claimed that by upgraded
fixturing in AFM setup productivity also
enhanced. Further RIR enhanced by
applying higher extrusion pressure and
optimized axial and centrifugal forces. They
also concluded that improved SF was
produced in CFAAFM as compared to AFM
[9].
M. R. Shanker et al. reported that by
increasing piston pressure and the number of
stroke, RIR and MR both improved but MR
160
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value was decreased by increasing weight
percentage of oil in the media [10].
H. S. Mali (2010) et al. discussed that
abrasive mesh number and its concentration
are the most significant process parameter
that improved both MR and SR value. They
developed a mathematical model for SF and
MR were successfully proposed for proper
choice of input parameters of AFM through
finishing of Al/15 wt% SiC-MMC [11].
N. L. Ravikumar et al. performed AFM
experiment on carbon-carbon composites by
using newly established media comprising
SiC abrasives, SBR carrier and processing
oil. By increasing extrusion pressure, mesh
size, processing oil, abrasive number of
cycles corresponding improvement in SR
increased up to 220 mesh size, 6MPa and
160 cycles respectively, and then SR
decreased by the further increment [13].
J. Kenda et al. reported that high
compressive stress was observed in a thin
layer and its value increased by increasing
AFM media pressure [14].
Sachin Singh et al. performed the
experiment on stainless steel tube and they
developed silicone based abrasive media for
effective finishing of SS tubes. They also
observed that improvement in SR is 32.9 %
at 5 MPa [15].Conclusions
AFM process was used for surface finishing
of complex shapes and high tolerances. But
the major drawback of this process was low
SF rate. So, the researchers attempted to
improve SF, surface texture and enhanced
MR. Main conclusions of AFM process are
[1] To attain better SF and enhanced MR
without negotiating its performance,
understanding the relationship between
input and output parameters and

monitor online through acoustic
emission technique.
[2] Previous researchers had tried to
overcome the disadvantages of this
process by several modifications un
AFM setup (MAFM, CFAAFM, RAFF, MRAFF and DBG-AFM).
[3] Abrasive
mesh
size
and
its
concentration were the most significant
process parameters in the media.
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Figure 1: Schematic daigram of AFM [5]

MAJOR AREAS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH IN ABRASIVE FLOW FINISHING

Figure 2 : Classification of major AFM research areas [1]

Figure 3: (a) Effect of media viscosity on SR

(b) Effect of extrusion pressure on SR

T.R. Loveless et al. suggested that high viscous AFM media significantly affect the WEDM
surfaces and gives better surfaces finished. SEM pictures supported that AFM finished the rough
surfaces of previous machining [4].
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Figure 4:Effect of AFM on: (a) WEDM

surfaces;

(b) milled surfaces

Rajendra K. Jain et al. presented a model to predict the SR and MRR in AFM process. They
concluded from their model that piston velocity linearly proportional to the extrusion pressure.
MRR increases with extrusion pressure, percentage concentration of abrasive and decreases with
the mesh size of abrasive particles and SR value reduced by increasing piston velocity, extrusion
pressure, % concentration of abrasive for a fixed number of cycles [5].

Figure 5 :(a) Variation of SR with (b) Variation of SR with (c) Effect of velocity on change of
piston pressure.
SR value.
abrasive concentration.

Figure 6 :(a) Variation of MR with % abrasive concentration. (b) Effect of mesh size on MR [5]

V.K. Jain et al. performed an experiment and find out that MR value is higher in softer materials
and lower in harder materials. By increasing % concentration of abrasive particles in the media
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MRR value increases while SR value decreases. They also found that with larger mesh size, both
MRR and SR decrease [6].

Figure 7: (a)Effect of abrasive mesh size on MR (b) Effect of number of cycles on MR [6].
[6].

Figure 8: Comparative variation of percentage improvement in SR and MR for brass and aluminum
processed at different number of cycles [8].

Figure 9 :Variation in change in Ra with no. of cycles for various % of oil contents.
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